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On the fatigue behavior of precast concrete bridge decks in high-speed railway lines
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Analysis and strengthening of substructure diseases of concrete bridges in China
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Optimal inspection planning using polynomial chaos crack propagation models
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Bridge management system implementation for Italian highways: From Pontis® towards SIOS (Sistema Ispettivo Opere Sineco) and new generation systems
E. Fruguglietti, G. Pasqualato & E. Spallarossa

Bridge performance measures: A fresh perspective
P.S. McCarten

A sustainable pedestrian bridge made of textile-reinforced concrete
C. Kulas, R. Karle, J. Hegger & C. Goralski

Numerical analysis of soil-steel bridge with RC slab
D. Beben & A. Stryczek

Experimental study on the corrosion protection for steel materials embedded in salt contained concrete
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Y.G. Yu, Q.X. Wu & B.C. Chen

Calibration of strength IV limit state in the AASHTO LRFD bridge design specifications
W.G. Wassef, V.L. Storlie & J.M. Kulicki

Approach for developing calibrated service limit states for the AASHTO LRFD bridge design specifications
W.G. Wassef, J.M. Kulicki & A.S. Nowak
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H. Ma & R. Sause
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Comparative analysis on seismic-isolation design methods for ridge frame bridge
B. Yan & X.L. Du
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L.F. Torricelli & A. Marchiondelli

Study of computer aided design for cable-stayed bridges
X.Q. Luo & J. Wu
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